Common Components

- Central student common space
- Relocated library and repurposed library space
- Reorganized classroom “neighborhoods”
- Distributed collaboration & small group space
- Consolidated and right-sized Special Education (SPED) program areas
- Rebuilt PE/Athletics facilities
- Expanded pre/post-function space for PE/Athletic facilities
- Right-sized Performing Arts facilities and support spaces
- Consolidated and relocated Family & Consumer Sciences (FACS) program
- Relocated administrative and student services at main entry
- Renovated cafeteria, kitchen & servery

Concept Specific Highlights

**AMBER**
- Relocated Library at second floor over cafeteria
- Shared departmental offices
- Right-sized & consolidated SPED TEAM space at north
- PE/Athletic space at lower level reduces height
- West gym converted to black box theater

**MAGENTA**
- Relocated Library at second floor over SPED TEAM
- Right-sized & consolidated SPED TEAM space at center
- Shared departmental resource spaces
- Reduced PE/Athletic space at lower level
- Reduced PE/Athletic common & storage space
- West Gym remains for PE/Athletics
- Performing Arts facilities at west side of south section
- IT Offices & server room remain in place

**TEAL**
- Relocated Library at second floor over cafeteria
- Right-sized & consolidated SPED TEAM space at south
- Distributed shared faculty offices
- Reduced PE/Athletic space at lower level
- Reduced PE/Athletic common & storage space
- West gym converted to black box theater
- IT offices & server room remain in place